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wu-tang's first release, the classic enter the
36 chambers, is one of the most sampled
albums of all time and holds an iconic status
within hip hop culture. over three decades
later, the album is lauded as one of the first
greats to see the birth of conscious rap and
has become a cult classic. a remastered two-
cd deluxe edition of this greatest album is
being reissued for the first time on colored
vinyl and packaged in a deluxe digipack. the
clear vinyl edition will also be available.1.
today (guest appearance by flavor flav) 2. now
you can have the best version of teargas: dark
or blue available in the world: the original
japan-only japanese version of teargas: dark
or blue released on vapemate records in
february, 2017. limited to 600 copies pressed
on black/slate colored vinyl with an obi/poster
in this episode of installike explained, we track
the story of how teargas: dark or blue was
recorded, the japan-only, extremely rare, and
super limited vapemate records 2017 vinyl
pressing. we also dig into the production
values of teargas: dark or blue , much like we
have before. the expert japanese hosts get on
the mic and break down the production and
content of teargas: dark or blue greatly. these
are super limited japan-only colored vinyl
pressings of teargas: dark or blue. these are
the actual pressings themselves from japan.
they look cut and pressed just like the regular
vinyl pressings, but we have deemed them
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super limited. this means that we are stopping
printing copies in the future. these are final
copies that we are printing in our factory, so if
you are after a copy of these, you better act
fast. super limited pressing comes housed in
an original japanese sleeve and has an obi or
original booklet with the original japanese
comic artwork and liner notes.
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the world of oz is an album by the flaming lips,
recorded between 1996 and 1997. it was

released posthumously in 1999. the album is a
collection of cover songs by artists such as

sonic youth, lou reed, l.a. guns, the
replacements, the rolling stones, and the jesus

and mary chain, and originally featured the
song "the jell-o song," released as a single to
promote the album.1. sonic youth - "the star

spangled banner" 2. pussy galore - "star
spangled banner" 3. pigface - "star spangled
banner" 4. the replacements - "call me back

again" 5. the jesus and mary chain -
"aftermath" 6. galaxie 500 - "you keep me

hangin' on" 7. robert pollard - "you're so cool"
8. new order - "blackout" 9. the trashmen -
"alone again or" 10. david bowie - "heroes"

over the edge: the best of the jam is a
compilation album, released in 2000. it is a
two-disc collection of greatest hits by the

english rock band the jam, and is the second
compilation album featuring the band's former

members, steve jones, mick gallagher, and
paul weller. over the edge was also the band's

first release after weller, the band's bassist
and frontman, announced his exit from the
band shortly after their appearance at the

rock and roll hall of fame induction ceremony
in april 1999. 1. going underground (edit) 2.
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too much too young (too fast too slow) 3.
shouldn't happen (edit) 4. a town called

malice 5. down in the tube station at midnight
6. too much too young 7. down in the tube

station at midnight (edit) released as a single
lp, contains live recordings and alternate

takes from rubber soul and help!. every record
is inspected, cleaned, remixed, and re-

mastered, resulting in pristine audio with no
compression. this unissued recording is full of
the buried treasure of the beatles, including

unused master takes, outtakes, and alternate
takes. this package includes 3 lps on

180-gram vinyl. a limited edition of 1000
copies was released. 5ec8ef588b
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